We saw some of these examples last week when we were puzzling through deep structure surface structure mismatches. Some of these sentences have a mismatch; others don’t. If there is a mismatch, your tree must show both the deep and surface structures.

1. The obnoxious customers at the round table ordered several expensive bottles of champagne from the patient server.
2. Many developers have built expensive buildings in Minneapolis.
3. The excited students prepared to attend the annual conference.
4. Cherlon only rarely eats the food from Sayles.
5. Should the couple plan to buy an expensive condo in downtown Minneapolis?
6. Which restaurant does Cherlon think that she will eat dinner at this evening?
7. The chef will make her a fantastic meal.
8. Hillary Clinton expects to win the Democratic nomination.
9. Which associate did you hear embezzled money from the firm?
10. Who has the duplicitous politician convinced his underling to steal money from?
11. The interviewer appears to read every book by that author.
12. The angry football fans ordered those lousy temporary referees to reverse the call.
13. The bossy traveler told the bellhop where to put the luggage.
14. That obnoxious developer intends to confirm the idea that anyone can become President.
15. John knows how to play piano.
16. Many Europeans consistently observe that American political campaigns are circuses.